
Welcome to COMP-202! 
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For every mistake attributed to a computer, 
there are two mistakes,  

including the one of attributing the mistake to 
computer. 
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The time consuming part is not WRITING 
your programs, it's FIXING them 

-“Debugging is twice as hard as writing the code in 
the first place.  Therefore, if you write the code as 
cleverly as possible, you are–by definition–not 
smart enough to debug it.” 
(Brian Kernighan) 
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Course Plan 

•We will spend about 4 weeks learning the “basics” 
of programming. This will involve mostly learning 
about the FLOW of a program 

•Next, we will spend about 3 weeks introducing the 
concept of “Object Oriented Programming” 

•Finally, we will spend the last 5 weeks going into 
more detail with applications and examples of 
Object Oriented Programming 
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Prerequisites 

 Prerequisite: A CEGEP-level math course or 
equivalent 

 For those who graduated from high school outside 
Quebec and thus never attended CEGEP: any upper-
level math course 

 In any case, the ability to think logically and 
rigorously is more important than calculus, algebra or 
trigonometry. 

 Aimed at students with little or no background in 
programming and/or knowledge of computer science 
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How do I Ace this course? 

–Practice! When you see an example in class, try it at home. 

–Do your assignments!!!!!!! 

–Do your assignments!!!!!!! 

–Prepare for the lectures ahead of time. Make sure you 

understand the previous lecture and come prepared to class 

with questions. 

–Ask a question whenever you don't understand something. 
• It's the best way for Dan or Yiannis to know they are not 

explaining something clearly. 

• In most classes, the lectures will be designed to take up less than 

the full amount of time to leave room for questions. 
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A Bit About Your Instructor 
Ioannis (Yiannis) Rekleitis 

 Ph.D. at McGill University in Mobile Robotics 

 Post-Doc at Carnegie Mellon University 

 Visiting Fellow at the Canadian Space Agency 

 Research Faculty at the School of Computer 

Science, McGill University (current) 
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A Bit more About Your Instructor 
Works (plays) with Robots! 
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Canadian Space Agency 
Mars Emulation Terrain 

International Conference on  
Robotics and Automation 

2012 



Course Communication 

•Course home page: 

•http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~cs202 

–Instructor contact information, course outline, 
lecture notes, assignment specifications, and other 
course material 

•myCourses (WebCT Vista): 

•http://www.mcgill.ca/lms 
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Email (yiannis@cs.mcgill.ca) 

 Yiannis will do his best to answer every email individually within 
24 hours. 

 When you have an administrative question (e.g You can't attend 
the midterm, you don't feel the grading was fair on an 
assignment, etc) that will require keeping track of throughout the 
term, make sure to put in front of your subject line: 

 ASSIGNMENTn  

 (where n is the assignment, i.e. ASSIGNMENT1, ASSIGNMENT2, etc.) 

 MIDTERM 

 FINAL 

 This will help assure your email isn't forgotten about. In general, it 
is your responsibility to make the instructors remember this sorts 
of issues. 



Two things to remember 
about computers 

1)They require very specific 

instructions: 

 

-You can't tell a computer to cook 

dinner. It has to be much more 

detailed! 



Two things to remember 
about computers 

2)They “interpret” instructions very 

literally. 

 

-No sense of idioms as we do in 

human languages. 
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Programs (1) 
 

A computer program is essentially a list of instructions 

telling a computer what to do 

 

The computer is “stupid” in that it is just following the 

instructions without knowing what it is doing. 

 

Thus you must be very precise and omit no details. 
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Programs (2) 
 

Computer problems will have an “input” and an “output” 

as well. 

 

If you omit the proper instructions or include the wrong 

instructions, generally 4 things can happen: 

 

1)You get incredibly lucky and on that particular input it 

works anyway 

2)The program gives the incorrect output 

3)The program crashes 

4)The program goes on forever and ever 
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Case 1 
 

Sometimes you will give the computer the wrong 

instructions, but it will work anyway on a particular 

input. 

 

For example, suppose I teach a computer to compute x-

squared, and define x^2 as being equal to x + x. Of 

course this is wrong, but sometimes it will give the right 

answer. 

 

When would this still lead to the “right” answer? 
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Case 1 
 

If x = 0 or x = 2 then x*x = x+x 

 

It's always very important when you test any program you 

write to test it on as many possible inputs as possible! 
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Case 2 
 

The program gives the wrong output 

 

This would happen in the previous example on any input 

other than x = 0 or x=2 
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Case 3 

Sometimes the program will crash. 

 

This could happen if we defined x^2 as being 1 / x and the input 

was x = 0 

 

The computer might not know how to divide a number by zero. 
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Case 4 

The program goes on forever and ever 

 

Suppose I defined x^2 in terms of x^2. Sometimes (amazingly!) 

that will actually work, but let's say I told the computer 

 

“You should compute x-squared by computing x-squared” 
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Java Program: Hello World 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 
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Java Program: Hello World 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

One thing to notice is all these { and } 

 

These are used to denote “blocks” of code. 

 

The purpose of a block is mainly to help the programmer 

keep track of what parts of code are related. 
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Java Program: Hello World 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

 

{'s always mark the beginning of a “block” (or segment) of 

code. 

Each { always has a corresponding } to mark the end. 

You can tell which corresponds to which because the first 

{ opened, will correspond with the last } 
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Java Program: Hello World 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

Most (but not all) of the time, right before a { will be some 

code specifying what kind of block of code something 

is. 

 

For the first {, the code is “public class HelloWorld” 
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class in Java 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

One of the key units of organizing things in Java is called 

a class. A class can have many different things in it 

which we'll see throughout the term. 
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class in Java 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

Here we are saying: “I want to create a class called 

HelloWorld and I want it to be public” 

 

The first { signifies the start of the definition of the class 

The final } signifies the end of the definition of the class 
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Java Program: Hello World 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

On the second line we have another { 

 

In this case, the code before is defining a method 
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methods in Java 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

A method is also a key unit of organization in Java. 
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methods in Java 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

Here we are saying: “I want to create a method called 

main 

 

There are several other words (public, static, void, 

String[], args) that we'll talk about later. 
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methods in Java 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

The second { signifies the start of the method called main. 

 

The first } signifies the end of the definition of the method 

called main. 
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methods in Java 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

Since the definition of the method called main is inside 

the definition of the class called HelloWorld, it means 

that the method main is a part of the class HelloWorld. 
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Methods and classes 
Almost every line of code you write in Java will be inside 

a class. This helps keep things nicely organized. 

 

Almost every line of code you write in Java will also be 

inside of a method. This also helps keep things nicely 

organized. 

 

Every method you ever write, will be part of a class. 
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main method 
The main method is a very particular method. 

 

When you run a Java program, you actually run a Java 

class 

 

When you do this, the execution of your program will 

always start at the beginning of the method called main 

inside whatever class you run. 
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Java Program: Hello World 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

Inside of a method, you can put many statements or 

commands. 

 

The highlighted line is an example of a statement. 

 

All statements in Java end in a semi-colon. 
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Java Program: Hello World 
public class HelloWorld { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        System.out.println("Hello World!"); 

    } 

} 

 

The command System.out.println is a way to print 

something to the screen. 

 

It will print everything between (“ and “) as long as it's on 

1 line. 
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Main Memory Organization 

9278 

9279 

9280 

9281 

9282 

9283 

9284 

9285 

address cell 

Main memory is divided into 

many memory locations (or cells) 

 

Each memory cell has a numeric 

address which uniquely identifies 

it 

 

Each cell contains a data value 

(for example, 22) 
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Bits and Bytes 
•In a computer, data values are stored as sequences of 

bits 

•1 bit: most basic unit of memory 

•1 byte = 8 bits 

–1 byte can therefore represent 28 = 256 different values 

•In memory, one cell contains one byte, not one bit 

9278 

9279 

22 

7 

9278 

9279 

00010110 

00000111 
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Number systems 
(decimal vs. binary) 

The way we usually count (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6...) corresponds 

to a decimal number system. Each number position 

(digit) represents a power of 10 multiplied by an 

integer between 0 and 9. 

• 6 = 6 x 100 

• 31 = 3 x 101 +1 x 100 

• 0.5 = 0 x 100 + 5 x 10-1 

In the binary number system, each number position (bit) 

represents a power of 2 multiplied by an integer 

between 0 and 1. 

• 6 = 1 x 22 + 1 x 21 + 0 x 20 = 110 

• 31 = ? 
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Compilers vs. Interpreters 
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Compilers 

CPU 1 CPU 2 

Source code 

(high-level) 

Compiler 

(to CPU 1) 

Compiler 

(to CPU 2) 

Binary

code 

(CPU 1) 

Binary 

code 

(CPU 2) 
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Interpreters (1) 
•An interpreter is another kind of program. It takes source 

code and translates it into a target language 
–However, the target language instructions it produces are executed 

immediately 

–No executable file is created 
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Interpreters (2) 

CPU 1 CPU 2 

Source code 

(high-level) 

Interpreter 

(for CPU 1) 

Interpreter 

(for CPU 2) 
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Java combines a compiler with 
an interpreter 

• Java compiler (javac, included in JDK 6) takes 

source and translates it into bytecode 

 
foo.java 

(Java) 

foo.class 

(bytecode) 

javac 

foo.class can than be executed using an 

interpreter, the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 
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Programming Errors 

•A program can have three types of errors 

•Compile-time errors: the compiler finds problems with 

syntax and other basic issues 

•Run-time errors: a problem occurs during program execution, 

and causes the program to terminate abnormally (or crash) 
–Division by 0 

•Logical errors: the program runs, but produces incorrect 

results 
• celcius = (5.0 / 9.0) * fahrenheit - 32; 

  // Incorrect equation; should be 

  // (5.0 / 9.0) * (fahrenheit – 32) 
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Compiling and Running 
Programs 

•Type your program using a text editor (not a word 

processor) or an IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) 

•Save your program: e.g. foo.java 

•Compile the program 

–If there are syntax errors, the compiler will not generate 

the target language program; it will report the errors 

instead 

–In this case, fix the program, save it, and try again 

•Run the program and observe the results 

–If there are logical errors or run-time errors, they will be 

detectable in this step 

–In this case, fix the program, save it, recompile it, and try 

again 
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Development Life Cycle 

Run 

program 0 errors 

Syntax 

errors 

Logic and 

run-time 

errors 

Compile 

program 

Write 

program 

•         

•Errors may take a long time to debug! 
–Important Note: When you compile for the first time and see 150 

errors, do not despair. Only the first 1 or 2 errors are relevant. Fix 

those and compile again. There should be fewer errors (like 50). 

Repeat until there are no more errors. 
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Multiple methods in a class 
A class can consist of many methods. Here is a class with 

many methods. They are called elmer, bugs, Bugs, 

daffy, and yosemitesam. These methods do nothing 

now. 

 

public class LoonieToons { 

    public static void bugs() { } 

    public void Bugs() { } //no link to bugs 

    private int elmer() { } 

    private static double daffy() { }      

    protected void yosemitesam(int wile, double coyote){} 

} 
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Writing code OUTSIDE of the 
main method 

There is a syntax in Java to tell the computer to “jump” to 

the different blocks of code. 

 

If you write code inside of a method other than the main 

method, your code will NOT run, unless one of your 

commands inside the main method is to perform this 

sort of jump. 

 

 



 HelloWorld 

public class HelloWorld { 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

System.out.println(“Hello World!”); 

} 

} 

 

This is what's known as a statement. 

All statements in Java end in a ; 
 



Statements 

You can have as many statements as 

you want inside of a method. 

Java will execute them from top to 

bottom, although we will see that 

sometimes specific statements will 

involve the execution of OTHER 

statements and moving around the file. 
 

 



System.out.println() 

System.out.println(“Hello World!”); 

 

When you execute the above 

statement, the words Hello World! 

will be printed to the screen. Then a 

new line will be printed (as if you hit 

enter) 

Here you actually are executing 

another method called println() that 

is written by someone else! 
 

 



Variables 

A variable is a place in memory reserved 

for storing a value. In Java, we give 

each variable a name, to make it easier 

to identify and a type to keep track of 

the kind of data we are storing. 

 

Essentially, you could say a variable is a 

typed label for a space of memory. 

 



Variables 

Variables are useful for several reasons. 

The most common are: 

 

1)Storing partial results so that we don't 

need to do everything in one 

command. 

2)Allowing us to generalize our code 

3)Making our code easier to understand. 

 



Variable Names 

You can name a variable anything that 

you want, as long as it only contains 

letters, numbers, and _ 

 

This will be how you access that 

particular location in memory when you 

want to 
a)store data 

b)use data you've already stored 



Variable Types 

The type of a variable refers to what kind 

of data you are storing in the variable. 

 

For example, you might want to store an 

integer, a fraction, or some letters. 

 

In Java, you can also define your own 

type of data. 



Creating a variable 

To create a variable, you have to tell 

Java 2 things: 

 

1)The variable's type (i.e. what kind of 

data are you storing) 

2)The variable's name 

 

We call this declaring a variable. 



Syntax for declaring a variable 

To declare a variable that stores an 

integer, in Java you write int name; 

e.g. 

int fahrenheitNumber; 

 

This declares a variable which will store 

an integer. The variable will be referred 

to as fahrenheitNumber. We have to 

write a ; because declaring a variable is 

a statement. 



Setting the value of a variable 

After you have declared a variable, in 

order to make it useful, you have to be 

able to store a value into it. This is 

known as setting the value of a 

variable. 

To set the value of a variable, you write 

the variable name followed by = sign, 

then followed by the value you want to 

set it to. 



Setting the value of a variable 

int fahrenheit; 

fahrenheit = 212; 

fahrenheit = 100; 

 

The = in Java is very different than = in 

math. The = here means assignment 

The assignment is a 1-time thing, 

meaning that it will completely 

overwrite any previous assignments. 



Assignment ( = ) statement 

The assignment operator in Java allows 

us to set values of variables. 

 

It always will have the form 

 

variableName = expression 

 

expression can be complicated. It will be 

evaluated first, and then it's value is 

assigned to the variable on the left side 
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What if you try to set the value of 
an undeclared “variable” 

 

If you write 

 

fahrenheit = 5; 

 

without previously declaring fahrenheit, you 

will get a compiler error. 

 

The compiler will complain that it does not 

recognize the symbol fahrenheit. 
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Why does it matter? 
There are two important reasons: 
1)Java needs to know how much space in memory to 

reserve to store your data. 

 

Whenever you create a variable, the data stored in it must 

be of a fixed size. Some data types are bigger than 

others. 

This means that there is a maximum number you can 

store “natively” in Java. 

There are always ways to work around this if needed. 
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Why does it matter? 
 
2)It makes your life easier. 

 

Suppose you did not have to declare a variable first in a 

language (in some languages it indeed is optional) 

 

int fahrenheit = 100; 

 

Then later on, you write 

 

farenheit = 200;      (note the difference in spelling) 

System.out.println(fahrenheit) --->prints 100, since you 

never changed it! 



Two steps in one 

You can also declare and initialize a 

variable at the same time. 

 

ex: 

 

double pi = 3.14159; 

 

is the same thing as 

double pi; 

pi = 3.14159; 



Variable Name Conventions 

We can call our variables anything we 

want, but in order to make code easier 

to read and understand, we use 

several guidelines. 

 

Some variable names are very bad as 

they are not clear at all. 



Bad Variable Names 

x 

a 

x1 

ihatecomp202 

thething 

anonymous 

yiannissucks 

 



Good Variable Names 

Everytime you make a variable, the 

variable should have some purpose 

(otherwise, why bother?). 

 

This purpose, should be included in the 

name. 

 

 



Good Variable Names 

length 

degreesInFahrenheit 

theErrorMessage 
 

Depending on the application, some names may 

be better than others. 

For example length may be a good name if your 

application only uses 1 unit. However, if it 

converts between meters and yards, then it's 

bad because we don't know from the name 

whether the variable is in meters or yards 



Some Java Conventions 

Often, in order to describe a variable well, it is good 

to include a few words in the name. 

degreesInFahrenheit 

In Java, the convention is: 

1)If the variable has 1 word, then all letters should 

be lowercase 

2)If the variable has more than 1 word, then all 

letters in the first word should be lowercase, and 

each subsequent word should have an initial 

capital letter followed by all lowercase letters 



Reading from a keyboard into 
a variable 

To read from a keyboard into a variable, 

we have to use a Scanner 

 

No, not the kind of scanner used to load 

something onto a computer. 



A variable of type Scanner 

There is a type of data in Java called 

Scanner. A variable of type Scanner is 

able to do things like read from the 

keyboard. 

 

We will see that one of the concepts of 

Object Oriented Programming is that 

variables can both store data and 

perform actions! 



Declaring a variable of type 
Scanner 

To declare a variable of type Scanner, you 

must do something a bit longer than normal. 

 

java.util.Scanner keyboardReader; 

 

Scanner is still the type. However, the type 

Scanner is not built into the language as int, 

for example is. 

By writing java.util. first, we tell Java in which 

package to find the Scanner type. A package 

is yet another unit of organization in Java. 



Declaring a variable of type 
Scanner 

Once we declare the Scanner variable 

keyboardReader, we have to tell the Scanner 

where to read from. 

 

keyboardReader = new java.util.Scanner(System.in); 

 

The new operator is an advanced operator in Java 

that is used when we use variables that in addition 

to storing data, also perform actions. 



Declaring a variable of type 
Scanner 

Now that we have set up our Scanner, we can read 

from the keyboard by writing the name of our 

Scanner, followed by a dot, followed by various 

methods depending on what we want to look for: 

 

int fahrenheit; 

fahrenheit = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 

 

would read the next integer typed. Note that Java 

determines this based on when the user hits enter. 

So if you type 12 [enter] then fahrenheit would 

equal 12 



At Last: 
 

 

 

public class FahrenheitToCelcius { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

System.out.println(“Enter a number”); 

java.util.Scanner keyboardReader = new java.util.Scanner(System.in); 

int degreesInFahrenheit = keyboardReader.nextInt(); 

System.out.println((degreesInFahrenheit – 32.0) * 5.0 / 9.0); 

} 

} 
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One more thing about 
variables! 

 

Any variables you create inside one block 

of code are NOT related to variables of 

the same name, that are created inside a 

different block of code! 
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Indentation Guidelines 
There are guidelines for how to indent your 

code properly. These are important for 

keeping your code readable 
 

1)To start, everything should be aligned with the left side 

2)Every time you open a new block of code (with a {  ), 

you should move your indentation over to the right by 

one tab 

3)Every time you close a block of code with a }, you 

should move your indentation back to the left by one 

tab. 
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Indentation Guidelines 
 

public class HelloWorld { 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

System.out.println(“inside 2 blocks, indent 2time”); 

for (int i=0; i < 10;i++) { 

System.out.println(“in 3 blocks now”); 

} 

 

System.out.println(“only in 2 again”); 

} 

} 
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Why is this important? 
1)Common error is a missing brace. This 

helps make sure your braces are aligned. 
2)Variable scope. Remember that variable only 

exist inside the block of code they are created 

in. If you want to figure out whether a variable 

exists or not and things are indented properly 

it's a lot easier. 
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int 
We have seen that if you want to store an 

integer, you can store it into a variable 

that has the type int 
 

There are many other types in Java. 
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Some basic types 
 

int : stores an integer number 

String : stores letters. For example “Hello 

World” 

double : stores real numbers (fractions) 

long : stores a long integer (up to 9 

quintillion!) 

float : like double, can store numbers 

boolean : stores either true or false 

char : stores one character 
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Some basic types 
 

 

short : Can only store a smaller number 
byte : Can only store numbers between -128 and 127 
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Why does Java care anyway? 
 

Why does the Java compiler care that you 

are trying to store a string in an int? 
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Why does Java care anyway? 
 

Answer: The problem is when you write 

 

int x; 

 

Java needs to set aside enough memory to 

store 1 integer value. 

If you try to store a String at the place in 

memory, it doesn't know whether it will fit 

or not! 
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Why does Java care anyway? 
 
In addition, every different type is store internally in the 

computer in a different way. 

 

Remember, that a computer doesn't know the meaning of 

any numbers at all. It is only stores electrical bits. 

There is a way that the computer takes human data 

and encodes it into electrical circuits. 

 

Depending on the type of the data, this encoding is 

different. So when it tries to decode something, and 

convert it back to human data, it uses a different 

method. 
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Tangent: Binary 
 
We think of computers as storing things in binary because 

in reality, they only store “is there an electrical charge 

flowing through a particular wire or not” 

 

Binary digits are 1 or 0, and since there are 

2 options it corresponds well. 
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Tangent: Binary 
In base 10, these columns are worth 10^0, 

10^1, 10^2, 10^3 ,etc. 

 

In base 2, we can do the same, but each 

digit is worth 2^0, 2^1, 2^2, etc. This is 

because each digit only can have the 

values 0 and 1. 
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Tangent: Binary 
 

So the binary number 1101 is actually: 

 

1 eight (2^3) plus 1 four (2^2) plus 0 twos 

(2^1) plus 1 one (2^0) 

 

and the number 5216 is not a valid binary 

number. 



●THE ONES THEY 
UNDERSTAND BINARY AND 
THE ONES THEY DON’T 

There are 10 types of people 
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int 
 

The type int can store an integer. 

The maximum number is approximately 

2^31, which is 2,147,483,647 
 

An int takes up 32 bits or 4 bytes in memory. 31 of these 

bits represents a binary digit each. A binary digit is 

always either 0 or 1. We are used to dealing with 

decimal digits (0 up until 9) 
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int 
 

An int is stored as a binary number. 

 

There is 1 bit that represents whether it's 

plus or minus. 
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double 
 

doubles can store real numbers with 

fractional values. 
 

They can not store an infinite amount of digits, for 

example in the number pi. They can only store 

to a limited precision. 

 

ex: double x = 3.14159 ; // can only store 

//some of the digits 
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float 

A float normally takes up 32 bits in memory. 

It is similar to a double except doubles use 64 

bits 

To use a float, write f after the number (e.g. 

3.0f) 

 

Aside: Floats and doubles are stored in a 

computer using scientific notation. 

Everything is in binary, but certain parts of 

the group of bits refer to different things: 

100011111 * 2^(-100111)   (those are binary #s) 
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Real numbers vs floating point 

In a computer, we don't have an infinite amount of 

memory. Thus we can't actually store a number 

such as PI 

 

 

It is also difficult for a computer to store something 

like 

 

5.000000000000000000000000000000000001 

Problem is it stores it as “base * 2^(some power)” 
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char 
 

A character set is an ordered list of characters, and each 

character corresponds to a unique number 
A char variable stores a single character from the Unicode 

character set 

char gender; 

gender = 'M'; 

Unicode is an international character set, containing 

symbols and characters from many world languages 

Character values, also called character literals are delimited by 

apostrophes: 

'a' 'X' '7' '$' ',' '\n' 
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But what about ' 

What if we want to store an ' inside of a char? 
 

char x = ''';   // (three single quotes) 

 

It will think the 2nd ' marks the end of the char! 

 

Answer: Use an escape sequence. To do this, write a \ before the 

character. 

 

char x = '\''; 

This is also used to store characters such as “new line” or “tab” 
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boolean 

 

 

Boolean values are used to store things that are either 

true or false 
 

For example, we could create the variable. 

 

boolean doTheLeafsSuck; 

 

We can set a boolean variable to equal true or false or another 

boolean expression. 

 

doTheLeafsSuck = true; 
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short 

 
A short is used any time you are only storing a small integer. 

 

Why would we want to use a type that can do less 

than an int? 
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short 

 
A short is used any time you are only storing a small integer. 

Why would we want to use a type that can do less 

than an int? 

It's uncommon, but if memory was very limited, it 

might be better to use a short as it takes up less 

space to store. 

On computers nowadays this is uncommon as usually 

memory is less of a limitation, although not always. 
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byte 

 
A byte type is used to store a number between -128 and 127 

(inclusive). It is like a short short 
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long 

A long in Java is used when you need to store a number so 

large that it does not fit into an int. 

 

The largest number that can fit into a long is 

9,223,372,036,854,775,807 

 

(9 quintillion) 
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String 

A String is used to store a sequence of char . It is a more 

complex type than the other 8 mentioned and is what's 

known as a reference type. 

 

To assign text to a String, you can put text in 

quotations. For example: 

 

String helloWorld = “Hello World!”; 

System.out.println(helloWorld); 
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String 

You can also combine two Strings by using a + 

 

String helloAndGoodbye = “Hello” + “Goodbye”; 

 

 

Just like char, you can store things like a new line 

using special escape sequences starting with \ 

 

To print lots of new lines, you could put 

System.out.println(“Hi \n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n much lower”); 
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String 

If  you have a String stored in a variable, you can have 

your data “do things” 

String greeting; 

greeting = “Hi there, nice to meet you!”; 

int greetingLength; 

greetingLength = greeting.length(); 

 

The above calculates the length (the number of 

symbols/letters) of the String in the variable 

greeting 

There are many other things you can do to Strings. 
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Expressions 

We've already seen some simple expressions: 

 

int x; 

x = 10; 

 

This assigns to the variable x, the value of the 

expression on the right side of the equation. 

 

10 is actually an expression. A number shown in this 

way is known as an “integer literal” 
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Expressions in assignment 
statements 

When you assign a value to a variable, you do so by writing: 

 

variablename = expression 

 

The type of expression has to match the type of 

variablename 
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Forming expressions 

 

Expressions can come about in several ways: 

1)Literals – e.g. 10, “hello”, true, 3.0 

2)Variables – someVariable 

3)The returned value of non-void methods (eg. 

keyboardReader.nextInt() ) 

4)Combining other expressions 
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Evaluating expressions 

 

Expressions in Java must be evaluated 

 

Depending on what the expression is composed of, it 

will evaluate to a different type. 

 

There are specific rules for what each expression will 

evaluate to. 
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Evaluating the type of literals 

Any literal will evaluate very simply to the type of the 

literal. 
 

For example: 

 10 evaluates to be an int 

“10”  is considered a String literal. This evaluates to the type 

String. 

 

true evaluates to a boolean 
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Evaluating the type of variables 

The type of a variable expression is always whatever 

the type of the variable was when you declared it 
 

For example, if I write in my code: 

 

int x; 

 

Later on, if I use x in an expression, the expression x will 

evaluate to the type int. 
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Evaluating the type of a method 
call 

public static void main(String[] args) 
 

Before the name of a method is always the method's return type 

 

The return type of a method is the type of the method if it is 

used in an expression. 

 

In this case, the type of the main method is void, which means 

nothing and so you CANT use the main method as part of an 

expression. 
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More than one method 
Recall that we can have many methods inside of one 

class. The structure of the class would look as 

follows: 
 

public class SomeClass { 

public static void main(String args[] ) { 

//some commands in here 

} 

 

public static int anotherMethod() { 

//some other commands in here 

} 

} 
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More than one method 
public class SomeClass { 

public static void main(String args[] ) { 

//some commands in here 

} 

 

public static int anotherMethod() { 

//some other commands in here 

} 

} 

The red part specifies that you want to create a block of code. The 

block of code is a method called anotherMethod. 

You should only create a method block of code outside of any other 

methods. Notice the prior } signifies the end of the  block of code 

we call the main method. 
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Evaluating the type of a method 
call 

public static int anotherMethod() 

 

Notice the word int instead of void for this method. This means 

that if we use anotherMethod inside an expression, the type of 

that expression will be int 

 

To use anotherMethod inside of an expression, you can write just 

 

anotherMethod(); 

 

For example: 

 

int x; 

    x = anotherMethod(); 
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Evaluating the type of an 
expression with an operation 
There are also other operators in Java which take as input 

one or more expressions and perform a computation on 

them. These operators have rules as well for determining 

their type. 
 

For example, there is an operator in Java denoted by + 

 

This operator can take many things as input. There are several 

rules for it: 
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+ operator 
int expression + int expression ----> int expression 

double expression +double expression ---> double expression 

int expression + double expression --> double expression 

String expression + String expression --> String expression 

String expression + int expression ---> String expression 
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+ operator 
Examples: 

 

3 + 4 --> 7 (type = int) 

 

3.0 + 4 ---> 7.0 (type = double) 

 

“hi” + “ bye” ---> “hi bye” (type = String) 

 

“” + 3 ---> “3”  (type = String) 
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-,*,/ operators 
There are also – (subtraction), * (multiplication) and / (division) 

operators 

 

Sometimes, an operator will not be defined on certain input. 

For example: 

 

String * String ----> ERROR 
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Integer Division 

If both operands to the division operator (/) are int, the result 

is an integer (the fractional part is discarded) 
  9 / 2 = 4 

The remainder operator (%) returns the remainder after dividing 

the second operand by the first 
 10 % 3 = 1 (because 10/3 = 3 remainder 1) 

Division by 0 with integers (e.g. 1 / 0) 
Produces run-time error, which will make your program crash! 

The program has to avoid it, or it will crash 
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Order of Operations 
There is a fixed order of operations in Java. These generally will 

correspond with the order of operations in Math. 

 

1)Parenthesis 

2)Multiplication, division, modulo from left to right 

3)Addition, Subtraction from left to right 

4)Assignment statements 
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Order of Operations 
 

Consider the following statements: 

 

 

int x = 10; 

x = x + 1; 

 

 

If we evaluate the last statement according to the rules, we will first 

evaluate x + 1. This means we use the rule of + with 2 int and get 11 

with the type int. 

 

The last thing is we assign this value to the variable x. 
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Careful! 
 

 

You have to be careful. Things that are true in 

math are not necessarily true in Java. 

 

int x; 

x = (1 / 2 ) + ( 1 / 2 ) ; 

 

What is x? 
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Careful! 
 

 

double x; 

x = 1/2; 

 

 

This does not work either. The problem is that 

both 1 and 2 are ints. When you divide 1 by 2 as 

ints you get 0. Then it is converted to a double 

but it is too late 
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Better: 
 

 

double x ; 

x = 1.0/2.0; 

 

OR 

 

double x; 

x = .5; 
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Another trick: 
 

Consider the expressions: 

 

“5 plus 3 is “ + 5 + 3 
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Another trick: 
 

Consider the expressions: 

 

“5 plus 3 is “ + 5 + 3 

 

The rule is, to perform all + from left to right. 

The first thing we do then, is perform + on 

“5 plus 3 is “ and 5 

---> “5 plus 3 is 5” 

Next, we perform + on “5 plus 3 is 5” and “3” 

meaning our final result is “5 plus 3 is 53” 
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Another trick: 
 

Consider the expressions: 

 

“5 plus 3 is “ + (5 + 3) 

 

Here the parenthesis make sure we do 5 + 3 first 
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Converting from one type to 
another 

 

Sometimes we want to convert from one 

type to another. For example, you might 

want to put an int into a double or a double 

into an int (as best you can). 
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Widening conversion 

Converts something that takes up less 

memory to something that takes up more. 

 

e.g. 

 

int -----> double 

 

Usually no information lost. 
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Narrowing conversion 

Converts something that takes up more 

memory to something that takes less. 

 

e.g. 

 

double ----> int 

 

Usually some information lost. 
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Types: Mixed Expressions 
 

•Sometimes expressions will be complicated and 

have more than 1 type in them 

•What if you try to do a mathematical operation 

on two different types. 

 

Ex: 

 

3.5 * 2 

 

The first operand is a double. The second 

operand is an int. 
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Types: Mixed Expressions 

When you have mixed types like this, Java will 

always try to convert the NARROWER type to the 

WIDER type 

 

For example, if you mix an int and double in an 

expression, Java will convert the int to a double 

 

int x = 3.5 * 2;  // error---> trying to put a double into 

int 
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Types: Mixed Expressions 

What will x equal in the following? 

 

 

double x = 1.0 / 2 ; 
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Types: Mixed Expressions 

What will y equal in the following? 

 

 

double y= 4 / 3 + 4.0 / 3; 
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Type Casting 

Sometimes you will want to force Java to convert 

an expression from one type to another 

 

For example, maybe we want to get the integer 

part of a number. 

 

Then you can CAST a double to an int. 
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Type Casting 

Write in parenthesis the type you want to convert 

to, and place 

that before the expression you want to convert. 

 

e.g. 

int x = (int) 7.5; 

 

x is now set to be 7. 

 

Note: The conversions always round DOWN 
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Type Casting 

Casting is very powerful 

 

 

Casting is very dangerous. You can lose information! 
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Type Casting 

Casting is temporary: it does not change the 

type of the value in a variable for the rest of the 

program, only for the expression in which the 

value is cast 

 

e.g. double x = 3.5; 

int y = (int) x; 

 

x is still a double! 
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Casting : Integer Division 

What happens in the following: 

 

 

double x = (double) 1 / 2; 

 

Note: The casting operation is performed BEFORE any 

other 

operation (unless there are parenthesis saying 

otherwise) 
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Careful again! 

What happens in the following: 

 

 

double x = (double) (1 / 2); 

 

This is a case where you cast, but it is too late. The 

integer division has already been performed because of 

the parenthesis 
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+= assignment 

Programmers got lazy and sick of constantly 

writing statements like 

 

x = x +5; 

 

So as a shortcut, you can write 

 

x += 5 ; 

to mean the same thing 
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+=, -=, *=, /= assignment 

You can also do this with -,*, and / 
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++ operator 

They then got even lazier...... 

 

The ++ operator can be used to add one 

to an int. 

 

int x = 5; 

x++; 

 

//adds one to x 
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++ operator 

You can also write it before the variable 

 

int x = 5; 

++x; 

 

//adds one to x 
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++ operator 

The difference is the order of operations. x++ 

increments AFTER getting the value, ++x 

increments BEFORE getting the value 

 

int x = 5, y=5; 

System.out.println(x++); // prints 5, makes x=6 

System.out.println(++y); //prints 6, makes y=6 
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-- operator 

Same as ++ except it decreases the value of 

the variable. 

 

int x = 5; 

x--; 
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Recommendation 

To avoid any confusion here, it is strongly 

recommend that you only use increment 

statements by themselves. 

 

Do not do things like the following! 

 

double wtf = (double) (x++ + --x); 

 

It will just be confusing 
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Constants 

A constant is an identifier that is similar to a variable 

except that it holds one value for its entire existence 

In Java, we use the final modifier to declare a constant 
 final double PI = 3.14; 

The compiler will issue an error if you try to assign a value to a 

constant more than once in the program 
 final double PI = 3.14; 

 // Some more statements... 

 PI = 2.718; 

  // Error: cannot assign a value to a 

  // final variable more than once 


